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Abstract: The latent HIV-1 reservoir remains the major barrier to HIV-1 eradication. Although 

successful at limiting HIV replication, highly active antiretroviral therapy is unable to cure HIV 

infection, thus novel therapeutic strategies are needed to eliminate the virus. Magnetic field 

hyperthermia (MFH) generates thermoablative cytotoxic temperatures in target-cell populations, 

and has delivered promising outcomes in animal models, as well as in several cancer clinical trials. 

MFH has been proposed as a strategy to improve the killing of HIV-infected cells and for targeting 

the HIV latent reservoirs. We wished to determine whether MFH could be used to enhance 

cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) targeting of HIV-infected cells in a proof-of-concept study. Here, 

for the first time, we apply MFH to an infectious disease (HIV-1) using the superparamagnetic 

iron oxide nanoparticle FeraSpin R. We attempt to improve the cytotoxic potential of  T-cell 

receptor-transfected HIV-specific CTLs using thermotherapy, and assess superparamagnetic iron 

oxide nanoparticle toxicity, uptake, and effect on cell function using more sensitive methods 

than previously described. FeraSpin R exhibited only limited toxicity, demonstrated efficient 

uptake and cell-surface attachment, and only modestly impacted T-cell function. In contrast to 

the cancer models, insufficient MFH was generated to enhance CTL killing of HIV-infected 

cells. MFH remains an exciting new technology in the field of cancer therapeutics, which, as 

technology improves, may have significant potential to enhance CTL function and act as an 

adjunctive therapy in the eradication of latently infected HIV-positive cells.
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Introduction
Although highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) has revolutionized the 

management of HIV infection, it is not a cure. The major barrier to HAART-mediated 

HIV eradication is the formation of a latent reservoir of virally infected cells,1–4 which 

is the source of the rapid viral rebound seen in patients on stopping therapy.5–11 Patients 

must therefore have lifelong HAART, which is expensive and currently undeliverable 

to all who need it, especially in less industrialized regions, such as sub-Saharan Africa.12 

Novel strategies need to be developed if HIV is to be eradicated.

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) are being trialed for use 

in the treatment of cancer by magnetic field hyperthermia (MFH), since enough heat 

can be produced by Néel relaxation on exposure to alternating magnetic fields to 

kill tumor cells by thermal ablation.13 On direct injection of SPIONs, hyperthermic 

temperatures were achieved in mouse models of breast cancer, leading to improved 

tumor control.14,15 SPIONs were well tolerated in human glioblastoma multiforme 

patients16–18 and thermotherapeutic temperatures were achieved, leading to local tumor 
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control and a doubled survival rate in patients.17,19 MFH also 

induced a 4.5-fold increase in survival time in a rat model of 

malignant glioma.20 In prostate cancer studies, a 44%–51% 

inhibition in growth of the aggressive MatLyLu tumor vari-

ant was observed on MFH treatment, with intratumoral 

temperatures of up to 70°C recorded.21 SPIONs can also be 

targeted directly to tumors without direct intratumoral injec-

tion using SPION-conjugated monoclonal antibodies specific 

for cancer antigen. Significant therapeutic responses in mice 

with hamster blood transfusion 3477 human breast cancer 

xenografts were demonstrated, with tumors taking up to eight 

times longer to quintuple in size compared to controls.22

Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) can bind to and kill 

HIV-infected cells and limit HIV replication.23–25 However, 

as disease progresses, HIV-specif ic CTLs lose their 

polyfunctional effector functions hierarchically, express 

exhaustion markers such as programmed death 1, T-cell 

immunoglobulin and musin domain containing protein 3, and 

lymphocyte activation gene 3, and have altered transcriptional 

profiles preventing optimal control of chronic infection. These 

functional defects are not restored by antiretroviral therapy 

(reviewed in Wherry26).27,28 Interestingly, hyperthermic 

temperatures enhance CTL cytotoxicity29,30 and stimulate 

CTL interferon-gamma release from CTLs.30

The application of SPIONs to HIV has been proposed 

as a technique for tracking HIV-specific CTLs to enhance 

vaccine delivery, as well as a possible therapeutic approach 

to targeting HIV-infected cells,31,32 since CTLs are permissive 

to SPION uptake.33–35 Resovist is a 60 nm carboxydextran-

coated SPION with superior cellular uptake properties36–38 

and a higher heating capability, or calculated intrinsic loss 

power, than other SPIONs,39 such as clinically available 

Endorem (sample VII).40 However, since Resovist is now 

commercially unavailable, Feraspin R, a closely related 

SPION formula with very similar properties to Resovist,41 

was employed to study the feasibility of using MFH to 

enhance CTL killing of HIV-infected cells by two distinct 

mechanisms. The thermotherapeutic heat generated in cloned, 

Feraspin R-loaded autologous patient CTLs through alternat-

ing magnetic field exposure could either lead to the death of 

CTL-bound antigen-expressing target cells through direct 

thermal ablation or enhance their cytolytic CTL activity when 

these cells are adoptively transferred back into the patient. A 

recent study highlights the importance of CTLs in the target-

ing and clearance of latently HIV-infected cells, post viral 

reactivation with suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA).42 

Thus, in concert with antilatency compounds, thermotherapy 

could be used to target the cells that comprise the latent viral 

reservoir. Autologous functional, exhausted, or T-cell receptor 

(TCR)-transduced patient CD8+ T cells could be used for tar-

geted thermotherapy, so long as they still bind to their targets 

through human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I interactions. 

More sensitive methods to assay SPION uptake,33,34,36–38,43 

toxicity,33,36–38,43 and effect on 868 TCR-transduced CTL func-

tion were developed,33–35 and SPION uptake was optimized 

using Lipofectamine and US Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA)-approved protamine sulfate. These optimized assays 

were then used to test if thermotherapy could impact HIV-1 

CTL function.

Materials and methods
The 868 TCR system
In this study, 868 TCR-transduced CTLs were used. We felt it 

important to utilize TCR-transduced cells rather than a CTL 

clone for several reasons. First, it is possible to grow large 

quantities of  TCR-transduced cells, since these can come 

from many starting precursor cells, unlike a monoclonal T-cell 

population. Second, autologous TCR-transduced cells could 

be adoptively transferred into any patient with the relevant 

HLA allele. The 868 TCR was deemed to be a good  candidate 

for these studies, as it  recognizes the immunodominant 

HLA A*0201-restricted, HIV p17 gag- derived epitope 

SLYNTVATL. Since the leucine residues at p2 and p9 in 

this epitope are essential for HIV gag trimerization and 

act as primary anchors for HLA-A2, they tend not to form 

escape mutants, since even conservative substitutions to 

valine result in extremely attenuated virus. Consequently, 

this epitope is believed to remain on the surface of all HLA 

A2+ HIV-infected cells in some form.44 Finally, a soluble 

recombinant form of the 868 TCR has the highest recorded 

natural affinity for its cognate antigen (K
D
 , 150 nM), as 

measured by surface plasmon resonance,44 and will therefore 

maximize the length of interaction between target and effec-

tor cells for thermotherapy. We therefore reasoned that the 

868 TCR-transduced CD8+ T cells would be an ideal starting 

point for our studies on MFH in HIV infection.

Lentiviral transduction of CD8+ T cells
Prior to transduction, primary CD8+ T cells were isolated from 

human peripheral blood mononuclear cells using anti-CD8+ 

MACS microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, 

Germany), applied to a 24-well tissue culture plate at 106 

CD8+ cells/well in CK cell-culture media (R10 supplemented 

with 2.5% Cellkines [Helvetica Health Care, Geneva, 

Switzerland], 200 IU/mL interleukin [IL]-2 and 25 ng/mL  

IL-15 [PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA]) and stimulated to 
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divide by addition of anti-CD3/anti-CD28 antibody-coated 

microbeads (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) in a 6:1 

beads:cells ratio for 24 hours at 37°C and 5% CO
2
. Following 

the incubation period, half of the cell-culture media was 

removed and replaced by concentrated lentiviral supernatant 

encoding the 868 TCR. Efficiency of transduction of CD8+ 

T cells (typically . 80%) was assessed by flow cytometry 

using anti-CD8 antibody and cognate SL9/HLA A2 tetramer 

staining, following a 72-hour exposure to the lentivirus. 

If required, the transduced CTLs were further tetramer-sorted 

to obtain a clonal 868 TCR-expressing CTL line.

The lentivirus was generated by transfection of the 

packaging 293T cell line with the 868 TCR-encoding 

lentiviral vector and the packaging plasmids p∆8.91 (coding 

for matrix and transcription proteins) and pMD2G (coding for 

envelope proteins) in the presence of Express-In transfection 

reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). 

The original self-inactivating Lenti-SxW lentiviral vector 

(full name pHR’SINcPPT-SFFV-x-WPRE) used in this 

study was developed45 and kindly donated by Waseem 

Qasim (Molecular Immunology Unit, University College 

London). The 868 TCR construct, comprising the 868 TCR 

alpha and beta chains separated by an SGSG spacer sequence 

and 18-amino acid 2A fragment46 was initially assembled 

in a pUC19 shuttle vector, before being transferred to the 

Lenti-SxW lentiviral vector for transduction of primary 

CD8+ T cells.

CTL expansion and characterization
The 868 TCR-transduced primary CD8+ T cells were 

cultured as previously described for up to 3 weeks after 

initial stimulation.44 CTLs were stained with CD8 peridinin–

chlorophyll–protein complex (PerCP; BD, Franklin Lakes, 

NJ, USA), live/dead fixable near-infrared dead-cell stain kit 

APC-Cy7 (Life Technologies) and SLYNTVATL9-tetramer 

phycoerythrin, all diluted in phosphate-buffered saline PBS 

(Life Technologies).

CTL treatment with Feraspin R
Feraspin R (stock concentration 10 mg/mL) was custom 

made by Miltenyi Biotec. A total of 3 × 105 CTLs per 

100 µL were cultured at 37°C, 5% CO
2
 in IL-2 media 

(Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 media [Sigma-

Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA] supplemented with 25 ng/

mL IL-15 [Miltenyi Biotec], 100 IU/mL IL-2 [Roche, 

Basel, Switzerland], 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, 

2 mM glutamine, 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin, and 100 U/

mL penicillin [all Sigma-Aldrich]), with Feraspin R con-

centrations of 0–1 mg/mL for 24 hours unless otherwise 

stated. Feraspin R was sonicated before resuspension in 

the cell-culture medium. For controls, untreated CTLs 

were cultured identically, except distilled water was added 

instead of Feraspin R. After incubation with or without 

Feraspin R, all cells were washed by centrifugation five 

times in PBS at 350 g to remove all unbound Feraspin R 

from the CTLs.

Improving CTL uptake of Feraspin R
To improve nanoparticle uptake, CTLs were starved for 

2 hours in PBS prior to incubation with nanoparticles. 

Other studies have demonstrated the transfection reagents 

protamine sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich) and Lipofectamine (Life 

Technologies) to increase cellular SPION uptake, so were 

prepared and added to the cell-culture medium at the con-

centrations previously described.33,47

Microtomy and preparation 
for transmission electron microscopy
A minimum of 106 SPION-loaded or unloaded CTLs 

were f ixed in 3% w/v paraformaldehyde, 0.05% v/v 

glutaraldehyde in PBS (pH 7.2) for 5 minutes at room 

temperature. The cells were embedded in LR Gold resin 

(London Resin Company, Reading UK) for electron 

microscopy by standard methods. Briefly, the cells were 

stained with uranyl acetate (2% w/v in distilled water), 

dehydrated through increasing concentrations of ethanol 

(70%–100%) and embedded in LR Gold. Resin blocks were 

trimmed and then cut using a Reichert-Jung (Depew, NY, 

USA) Ultracut ultramicrotome with glass knife prepared 

using an LKB KnifeMaker (Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology, 

Piscataway, NJ, USA). Semithin (0.5 µm) sections were 

mounted onto glass slides, stained with 1% toluidine 

(with 1% borax), and examined to ensure the cells were in 

section. Ultrathin sections (50–80 nm) were mounted on 

nickel grids (Agar Scientific, Stansted, UK). Grids were 

then double-stained at room temperature with 2% uranyl 

acetate in methanol followed by lead citrate. The latter was 

done in a carbon dioxide-free environment, preventing 

the formation of a lead-based precipitate. Sections were 

rinsed briefly in distilled water and then dried thoroughly 

prior to examination using a JEOL (Tokyo, Japan) 1010 

transmission electron microscope (TEM).

Staining of Feraspin R-loaded CTLs
For quantifying the percentage of 868 TCR-transduced CTLs 

that had taken up Feraspin R and had cell surface-bound 
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Feraspin R, 105 loaded and unloaded CTLs were stained 

with a live/dead near-infrared fixable dead-cell stain (APC-

Cy7) and CD8-PerCP. Cells were resuspended in 200 µL of 

Cytofix/Cytoperm fixation/permeabilization solution (BD) 

for 25 minutes, washed, resuspended in 200 µL of Perm/

Wash buffer (BD), and washed again twice. Cells were 

stained with dextran–fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) 

(Stemcell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) in 10% 

Perm/Wash solution, diluted in PBS for 25 minutes at room 

temperature. The cells were then washed twice more in Perm/

Wash and resuspended in 2% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) 

and stored at 4°C until run on an LSR-II fluorescence-

activated cell-sorting (FACS) machine (BD).

Quantification of Feraspin R uptake
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed using 

a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID; 

Quantum Design, San Diego, CA, USA). A change in 

sample position leads to a change in coil flux and thus circuit 

current, which can be used to infer the magnetic moment of 

the sample. Washed Feraspin R-loaded and unloaded CTLs 

(minimum of 3 × 105 cells per sample) were left to dry 

overnight at 37°C and 5% CO
2
. Once dried, the samples were 

mounted in a gel capsule placed inside a plastic straw. SQUID 

voltages at different sample positions are averaged and taken 

at varying field strengths, up to 7 Tesla. By fitting the data to 

software models, the magnetic moment of Feraspin R-loaded 

CTLs can be calculated. The total content of iron per cell 

was calculated by comparing experimentally determined 

“emu” signals with the known emu/g value for Feraspin R 

and correcting for the amount of input cells.

Nanoparticle-toxicity measurements
A total of 50,000 loaded and unloaded CTLs were resus-

pended in 50 µL of an antibody master mix, diluted in PBS 

with 1× volume of annexin V binding buffer. Cells were 

stained with the live/dead fixable near-infrared dead-cell stain 

kit, annexin V-FITC (Miltenyi Biotec), and CD8-PerCP for 

25 minutes at 4°C. The cells were washed twice in the PBS 

1× annexin V-binding buffer solution and were resuspended 

in PBS before FACS analysis. Annexin V+ dead+ gates were 

defined using Camptothecin-treated cells (50 nM; Sigma-

Aldrich) as a positive control.

Impact of temperature on CTL 
killing ability
This assay is adapted from the fluorometric assessment of 

T-lymphocyte antigen-specific lysis (FATAL) assay, as first 

described by Sheehy et al.48 T2 (transporter associated with 

antigen processing-deficient) target cells were incubated 

(pulsed) with 10-7 M of the HIV gag peptide SLYNTVATL 

for 1 hour at 37°C, and then washed three times in PBS. The 

peptide-pulsed T2 cells were stained with carboxyfluores-

cein succinimidyl ester (Life Technologies) for 10 minutes 

and washed twice in PBS. A total of 50,000 peptide-pulsed 

cells were added per well in 50 µL R10 media; 50,000 

unpulsed T2 cells were stained with CellTracker Orange 

(Life Technologies) for 20 minutes, washed twice in R10, 

and added to each well. The 868 TCR-transduced CTLs were 

added at a 1:1 effector:target (E:T) ratio to a total volume 

of 150 µL. Two identical FATAL assays were performed, all 

samples in duplicate. One was incubated at 37°C and the 

other at 40°C, both at 5% CO
2
, and they were incubated for 

varying amounts of time. After incubation, the cells were 

washed and stained with CD8-PerCP and the live/dead fix-

able near-infrared dead-cell stain in PBS for 25 minutes at 

4°C. The cells were washed twice, resuspended in PBS and 

stored in the dark at 4°C until use. Carboxyfluorescein suc-

cinimidyl ester (FITC) versus CellTracker Orange (PE) FACS 

plots were gated on live CD8-negative cells, and decreases 

in the pulsed cell population (FITC) were measured as a 

percentage of the control-pulsed cell population, where no 

CTLs were added (percentage cytotoxicity as a percentage 

of control).

Impact of Feraspin R loading on CTL 
killing ability
FATAL assays were conducted as above, but using CTLs 

treated with increasing doses (0–1 mg/mL) of Feraspin R 

for 24 hours. CTLs were added at varying E:T ratios to the 

FATAL assay (0:1–1:10). Target T2 cells (American Type 

Culture Collection) were peptide pulsed with titrated (10-12 

to 10-6 M) SLYNTVATL for 1 hour at 37°C. The FATAL 

assays were incubated overnight at 37°C with 5% CO
2
, and 

percentage of cytotoxicity as a percentage of control was 

measured, as above.

Thermotherapy studies
A magnetic alternating current hyperthermia system was 

used to expose SPIONs to a 1 MHz alternating magnetic 

field with peak amplitude of 10.3 kA/m, thus generating 

localized heat. To assess heat-related CTL death, CTLs 

incubated with 1 mg/mL Feraspin R for 24 hours treated with 

or without transfection agents or starvation were exposed to 

the alternating magnetic field for 1 hour. The solution tem-

perature was kept constant at 37°C using an air warmer, to 
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control for any bath-heating effect. Cell death was measured 

1 hour and 24 hours postincubation to detect immediate 

and delayed cell death, using the toxicity protocol described 

above. The experiments were controlled using identically 

pretreated CTLs, which were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour, 

but not exposed to the alternating magnetic field. A further 

control assessed immediate and delayed cell death of Feraspin 

R-loaded CTLs by incubating the cells at known temperatures 

on a polymerase chain-reaction gradient (Bio-Rad Labora-

tories, Hercules, CA, USA) for 20 minutes. To assess the 

effect of Feraspin R thermotherapy on the enhancement of 

CTL killing, FATAL assays were incubated with and without 

alternating magnetic field exposure for 5 hours and the cells 

were stained, as mentioned above. All experiments were 

performed in duplicate.

Results
Endocytic uptake of Feraspin R into 868-
TCR-transduced CTLs is dose-dependent 
and Feraspin R adheres to the cell surface
A dose-escalation experiment where 868 TCR- transduced 

CTLs were incubated with 0, 0.1, 0.5, and 1 mg/mL 

Feraspin R was performed. The CTLs were viewed under a 

transmission electron microscope. After a 24-hour incuba-

tion, Feraspin R was shown to localize to the endosomal 

compartment (Figure 1) dose-dependently and to adhere to 

the cell surface (Figure 1B, lower arrow), a likely prerequisite 

for endosomal localization.

The amount of iron endocytosed into the cells was 

quantified by using a SQUID vibrating sample magnetometer. 

This uptake was time- (P = 0.03 by two-way analysis of 

variance [ANOVA]) and concentration (P = ,0.001 by two-

way ANOVA)-dependent, with a maximum of 28.1 pg/cell 

measured after a 24-hour incubation of CTLs with 1 mg/mL 

Feraspin R (Figure 2A). This uptake was significantly 

enhanced using the transfection reagents Lipofectamine and 

the FDA-approved protamine sulfate (P = 0.04 by two-way 

ANOVA), with a maximum of 53 pg/cell achieved after incu-

bating starved CTLs with a 1 mg/mL Feraspin R/protamine 

sulfate cocktail for 24 hours (Figure 2B). However, starvation 

did not have a significant effect on uptake over all conditions. 

This value is similar to that observed in other studies using 

Resovist analogues, albeit in different cell types and under 

different conditions.37,38 To determine the percentage of 

CTLs that endocytosed Feraspin R, an antidextran antibody 

conjugated to FITC, as previously reported by Beer et al,33 

was used to stain the Feraspin R-treated CTLs intracellu-

larly and extracellularly. The mean fluorescence-intensity 

change demonstrated that close to 100% of cells took up 

Feraspin R (Figure 2C). A generalized linear model statistical 

test demonstrated this effect to be dose-dependent whether 

using an intracellular or extracellular stain (P , 0.001). 

The interaction term between stain position (intracellular vs 

extracellular) and Feraspin R concentration was also signifi-

cant (P , 0.001), indicating that at high concentrations of 

Feraspin R, significantly more nanoparticles were located 

intracellularly than extracellularly, but with the effect not 

significant at low concentrations.

Feraspin R exhibits only limited toxicity 
to CTLs at concentrations tested
Feraspin R toxicity was measured through a FACS staining 

protocol. Annexin V binds to phosphatidylserine, a phospho-

lipid that is only found on the outer extracellular membrane 

leaflet on membrane flipping and a hallmark of apoptosis. 

Camptothecin-treated Feraspin R-loaded CTLs were used as 

positive controls to define and gate out dead and apoptotic 

cells from the live-cell population at each Feraspin R incu-

bation concentration (Figure 3A). A general linear model 

statistical test demonstrated significant (P = 0.042) toxicity 

with increasing Feraspin R dose after 24 hours (Figure 3B), 

although the actual absolute toxicity values were small. 

After washing off the nanoparticles and further incubation 

of CTLs in R10 media, there was a significant interaction 

between the percentage of living cells and time after CTL 

washing (P = 0.003, generalized linear model), with a trend 

Figure 1 (A–D) Feraspin R is endocytosed dose-dependently by 868 TCR-
transduced CTLs, and adheres to the cell surface. 868 TCR-transduced CTLs 
were incubated for up to 24 hours with (A) 0 mg/mL, (B) 0.1 mg/mL (upper arrow 
shows internalized Feraspin R, lower arrow shows externally bound Feraspin R), 
(C) 0.5 mg/mL, and (D) 1 mg/mL Feraspin R. 
Notes: Uptake was observed by transmission electron microscopy (magnification 
20,000×). Cell-surface attachment (B) was detected. Scale bars are 500 nm. 
Abbreviations: TCR, T-cell receptor; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte.
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to increasing viability for CTLs over time for both treatment 

groups. Also, the minor toxic effects of 1 mg/mL Feraspin R 

were still observed after washing (P = ,0.001, general-

ized linear model) compared to untreated sample, but the 

trend was for this effect to be lost over time (Figure 3C). 

Transfection-reagent treatment and starvation had no effect 

on cell viability (Figure 3D).

Insufficient heat generated by Feraspin R 
to kill CTLs
Firstly, CTLs were incubated with Feraspin R at 1 mg/mL 

for 24 hours with and without transfection reagents in an 

alternating magnetic field for 1 hour (Figure 4A and B). 

Cell-death and apoptosis markers were analyzed by FACS 

staining 1 hour and 24 hours after magnetic field exposure. 
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Figure 3 (A–D) Feraspin R exhibits only limited toxicity to 868 TCR-transduced CTLs at the concentrations tested. 868 TCR-transduced CTLs were incubated for 24 hours 
with increasing doses of Feraspin R. (A) Live CD8+ T cells were gated, and apoptotic (annexin V+) and dead (allophycocyanin cytochrome 7+) cell gates were determined 
using a camptothecin-treated control for all doses of Feraspin R-treated CTLs. (B) Dead and apoptotic cells were identified and the population of annexin V-negative live 
cells were calculated as a percentage of total gated CD8+ cells (% living cells) in quadruplicate. (C) CTLs incubated for 24 hours with and without 1 mg/mL Feraspin R were 
washed and cultured for a further week. The percentage of living cells at days 1, 4, and 7 were determined in quadruplicate. (D) CTLs were incubated with Feraspin R in the 
presence of transfection reagents, and the percentage of living cells post-24-hour incubation was determined in duplicate. 
Abbreviations: TCR, T-cell receptor; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; CD, cluster of differentiation.
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The above experiments were all controlled using loaded 

CTLs that were incubated for the same time and at the same 

bath temperature, but were not exposed to an alternating 

magnetic field. Also, controls were included where Feraspin 

R-loaded CTLs were incubated at known temperatures. No 

significant increase and no trend in cell death after alternat-

ing magnetic field exposure could be determined by two-

way ANOVA, even after transfection-reagent treatment 

(Figure 4B), despite a 20-minute temperature pulse of above 

44.5°C being enough to kill 50% of Feraspin R-loaded CTLs 

24 hours later (Figure 4C).

CTLs exhibit increased cytotoxicity  
at 40°C compared to 37°C
The FATAL assay, as demonstrated by Sheehy et al in 2001,48 

was used to investigate CTL cytotoxicity at different tem-

peratures. FATAL killing assays were carried out at 37°C 

and 40°C using two E:T ratios of 1:1 and 1:2. After log-

transforming time, the generalized linear model demonstrated 

a statistically significant increase in the percentage of cyto-

toxicity of CTL at 40°C compared to 37°C (P = 0.017) across 

both E:T ratios, and cytotoxicity increased with higher E:T 

ratios (P = ,0.001) and log (time) (P , 0.001) (Figure 5A). 
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Figure 4 (A–C) Insufficient heat is generated in Feraspin R-loaded 868 TCR-transduced CTLs for thermal ablation. CTLs treated for 24 hours with 1 mg/mL in the absence 
(A) or presence (B) of transfection reagents were exposed to an alternating magnetic field for 1 hour. Unmagnetized loaded CTL controls were included. The percentage 
of living cells (as in Figure 3) was measured 1 hour and 24 hours postmagnetization to detect immediate and delayed cell death. (A and B) were performed in triplicate and 
duplicate, respectively. (C) Immediate and delayed cell death of Feraspin R-loaded CTLs at various known incubation temperatures, in triplicate. 
Abbreviations: TCR, T-cell receptor; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte.
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Figure 5 (A and B) Increased 868 TCR-transduced CTL cytotoxicity at 40°C compared with 37°C. (A) Fluorometric assessment of T-lymphocyte antigen-specific lysis killing 
assays were performed in duplicate and analyzed over time using SLYNTVATL pulsed T2 cells and 868 TCR CTLs at 1:1 or 1:2 effector:target ratios at different temperatures 
(37°C or 40°C). Decreases in the peptide-pulsed carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester-positive cell population (fluorescein isothiocyanate) were measured, as a percentage 
of the control-pulsed cell population, where no CTLs were added (percentage cytotoxicity as a percentage of control). (B) Percentage cytotoxicity (as a percentage of 
control) using 10-7 M SLYNTVATL-pulsed T2 cells was determined after a 5-hour incubation as above, with eight replicates at 37°C or 40°C. 
Abbreviations: TCR, T-cell receptor; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte.
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The  biggest difference in percentage of cytotoxicity was 

observed to be after a 5-hour incubation (Figure 5A). The 

percentage cytotoxicity of CTLs increased from 48% to 57% 

(n = 8, P = 0.0003) after 5 hours of incubation (Figure 5B), 

and this increased cytotoxicity was independent of direct 

heat-induced target-cell death (data not shown).

Feraspin R modestly affects CTL 
cytotoxicity
The FATAL assay was used to investigate the effects of 

Feraspin R on CTL killing ability. The killing ability of 

CTLs decreased by 5%–10% on addition of the lowest con-

centration (0.1 mg/mL) of Feraspin R across all E:T ratios 

tested, and then only modestly decreased on addition of more 

nanoparticles (Figure 6A). The generalized linear model 

demonstrated a significant decrease in CTL cytotoxicity 

on increasing nanoparticle concentration (log
10

 [Feraspin R 

concentration + 0.001]), across all E:T ratios (P = 0.007). 

CTLs loaded for 24 hours with 1 mg/mL Feraspin R were 

then tested for their ability to kill peptide-pulsed T2 cells 

at different SLYNTVATL peptide concentrations, and 

half-maximal effective concentration (EC
50

) values were 

calculated. There was less than a log difference in killing 

ability between loaded and unloaded CTLs, with respective 

EC
50

 values of 1.34 × 10-8 M and 2.59 × 10-9 M (Figure 6B). 

The generalized linear model demonstrated that Feraspin 

R significantly decreased CTL killing ability across all 

peptide concentrations (P = 0.028) after the percentage-

cytotoxicity data was transformed using the equation logit 

(5+ % cytotoxicity)/100.

Insufficient heat is generated by Feraspin R 
to enhance CTL cytotoxicity
FATAL assays using Feraspin R-loaded and unloaded CTLs 

were performed during 5-hour exposures to an alternating 

magnetic field. The experiments were performed in dupli-

cate and were controlled with identical FATAL assays, not 

exposed to the magnetic field, but incubated at the same bath 

temperature of 37°C. A decrease in killing ability was seen 

on nanoparticle addition; however, no significant increase 

in killing ability of loaded magnetized cells versus loaded 

unmagnetized cells was observed by two-way ANOVA 

(Figure 7). Therefore, not enough heat was generated by 

the cell-associated Feraspin R to impact CTL cytotoxicity, 

as seen above.

Discussion
SPIONs and magnetic field hyperthermia exhibit exciting 

new therapeutic and diagnostic applications in nanomedi-

cine. To date, these have been focused on cancer, but here 

we present the first attempts to apply this technology to an 

infectious disease – HIV. There are similarities between 

tumor biology and that of the HIV latent reservoir, and 

a number of current HIV-eradication strategies are based 

on a cancer model.49 For example, in a landmark study by 

Archin et al,49 the chemotherapy drug vorinostat (SAHA) 

induces in vivo HIV transcription from patients’ latently 

HIV-1 infected cells. This can cause infected cell death 

through viral cytopathic effects, or CTL clearance of these 

cells through HIV antigen presentation, theoretically reduc-

ing the HIV reservoir.42 Thus, there is hope that a remission 
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Figure 6 (A and B) 868 TCR-transduced CTLs kill less efficiently when treated with Feraspin R. FATAL assays were performed using (A) CTLs pretreated with various 
concentrations of Feraspin R for 24 hours at various effector:target (E:T) ratios, and (B) CTLs treated for 24 hours with 1 mg/mL Feraspin R at various concentrations of 
SLYNTVATL peptide-pulsed T2 cells. 
Note: All FATAL assays were incubated overnight and performed in duplicate. 
Abbreviations: TCR, T-cell receptor; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte; FATAL, fluorometric assessment of T-lymphocyte antigen-specific lysis; E:T, effector:target.
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phase from HAART may be achievable, similar to that of 

chemotherapy in cancer, whereby patients can either be 

cured, or control the residual HIV burden in the absence 

of therapy. Here, we wished to apply SPION technology to 

HIV-specific T-cells to enhance their function and test in a 

proof-of-concept study as to whether MFH was applicable 

to HIV infection. Although T-cells frequently bind to HIV-

infected CD4 target cells and release interferon gamma, this 

is not consistently associated with killing. These responses 

have been coined passenger T-cell responses, in contrast 

to the driver responses, which result in target-cell death.50 

We wished to enhance T-cell function through thermotherapy 

by two possible mechanisms. We hypothesized that raising 

the temperature of T-cells to the equivalent of physiological 

fever (40°C) would increase function and cytotoxicity. 

In addition, we tested the hypothesis that thermotherapy 

might increase the temperature of the T-cell and its bound 

target cell to directly induce cell death.

Nanoparticle toxicity, uptake, and effect of cell function 

is not well characterized for CTLs. We describe improved 

methods to detect Feraspin R toxicity, uptake, and effect on 

cell function, as well as exploring the two potential therapies 

described above. Previous studies have shown endosomal 

SPION uptake into CTLs for the purpose of T-cell tracking 

through the body by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)33,35 

and T-cell magnetically mediated immunothermotherapy 

for melanoma.34 As seen in other studies, we observed 

endosomally located Feraspin R, and the uptake increases 

dose-dependently and on transfection-agent treatment 

(Figures 1 and 2). SQUID has advantages over other iron-

quantification methods, such as inductive coupled plasma 

atomic absorption spectroscopy and atomic absorption 

spectroscopy,38 which likely overestimate iron levels by not 

distinguishing between nonparamagnetic and paramagnetic 

iron. Iron concentrations are calculated indirectly in the colo-

rimetric potassium thiocyanate method,34 on the assumption 

that full oxidation or reduction of a dissolved sample occurs. 

A concentration of 53 pg/cell (Figure 2B) was measured in 

our study poststarvation and on protamine sulfate treatment, 

a much higher value than that observed by Beer et al,33 but 

our results matched those observed using Resovist analogues 

in other cell types.36,37,43 A limitation of Lipofectamine is that 

it is not licensed for use in vivo; however, protamine sulfate 

is FDA-approved for use in vivo, and will be useful in future 

studies where high cellular SPION uptake is crucial.

The percentage uptake of Feraspin R into cells was mea-

sured using an antidextran monoclonal antibody, as used by 

Beer et al.33 Close to 100% of CTLs took up nanoparticles, 

negating the need for magnetic enrichment of nanoparticle-

loaded cells (Figure 2C). We demonstrated through TEM 

(Figure 1) and FACS (Figure 2) staining that Feraspin R binds 

CTLs extracellularly, an issue that may not have been taken 

into account in previous studies. We therefore advise caution 

in quantifying intracellular uptake of Feraspin R and define 

our SQUID results as representing cell-associated iron.

We used a sensitive FACS-based method to detect dead 

and apoptotic cells for assessing Feraspin R toxicity. More 

cells can be analyzed and counted, and the results are much 

less subjective than for a trypan blue assay that demonstrated 

no Resovist toxicity to CTLs in a previous study.33 Around 

5% toxicity (P = 0.042) was observed at 1 mg/mL Feraspin 

R (Figure 3A and B) and may have been caused by reactive 

oxygen species generated in the Fenton reaction, which 

cause lipid peroxidation, and DNA damage51,52 when the 

carboxydextran coat of Resovist is degraded, exposing 

free iron in acidic lysosomal cellular compartments,53 or a 

recently described novel mechanism of nonapoptotic cell 

death – ferroptosis.54

The effect of nanoparticle uptake on CTL killing ability 

is poorly characterized. Interferon-gamma secretion enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assays previously used for this 

purpose34 do not directly measure CTL killing ability, and 

chromium-release assays33,35 have a number of  disadvantages, 
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Figure 7 Insufficient heat is generated inside 868 TCR-transduced CTLs for 
enhancement of cytotoxicity. 
Notes: Fluorometric assessment of T-lymphocyte antigen-specific lysis assays were 
performed using Feraspin R-loaded or unloaded CTLs at a 1:1 effector:target ratio 
and were incubated with 10-7 M SLYNTVATL-treated T2 cells with or without 
alternating magnetic field exposure for 5 hours. The percentage cytotoxicity of 
CTLs (as a percentage of control) was calculated as before. All experiments were 
performed in duplicate. 
Abbreviations: TCR, T-cell receptor; CTL, cytotoxic T lymphocyte.
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including a high spontaneous leakage rate, effect of 51Cr on 

the effector cell population, the fact that certain cell types 

cannot be labeled properly, insensitivity, and safety issues 

associated with the use of gamma radiation.48 In the FATAL 

assay, there is 40× less spontaneous leakage, a more accurate 

assessment of the E:T ratio can be demonstrated, and lower 

levels of CTL-specific lysis.48 We demonstrated using this 

more sensitive method that CTL killing ability decreased on 

Feraspin R incubation (Figure 6). This may be explained by 

extracellularly bound nanoparticle complexes on the CTL 

cell surface blocking binding interactions between peptide-

presenting T2 cells and the 868-TCR Feraspin R located in 

lytic granules interfering or poisoning cytolytic enzymes, 

or low-level Feraspin R toxicity of CTLs. EC
50

 values for 

Feraspin R-loaded (1.34 × 108 M) and unloaded (2.59 × 109 M) 

CTLs across a range of peptide titrations were established for 

the first time. Previously, no significant differences in CTL 

killing ability between loaded and unloaded CTLs had been 

described, but this could be due to much lower concentrations 

of Resovist, different SPIONs, and less sensitive or direct 

methods being employed for detection.33–35

Despite it not being necessary for the Feraspin R-loaded 

CTLs to retain native killing function in this study, some reten-

tion of CTL homing might be preferred. Previous studies have 

shown through MRI scanning that SPION-labeled cancer-

specific CTLs traffic to tumors, and be differentially targeted 

on repeat injection.35 Autoimmune lymphocytes loaded with 

SPIONs were also shown to locate to the beta-islet cells of the 

pancreas in nonobese diabetic mice.55 This suggests that some 

CTL homing functions are retained on SPION treatment.

We were unable to detect increased cytotoxicity 

in magnetized Feraspin R-loaded CTLs compared to 

unmagnetized cells (Figures 4 and 7). However temperatures 

of above 44.5°C for 20 minutes were enough to kill 50% of 

Feraspin R-loaded CTLs and CTLs demonstrated higher 

cytotoxic potential at 40°C compared to 37°C (Figure 5). 

This suggests that despite transfection-reagent treatment and 

uptake optimization, insufficient Feraspin R was engulfed 

per cell to cause cell death, or adequate thermotherapeutic 

enhancement of CTL function using the magnetic alternating 

current hyperthermia system. Since a recent publication 

demonstrated that hyperthermia increased HIV replication, 

any future experiments assessing the thermotherapeutic 

effects of nanoparticles in targeting of HIV-infected cells 

must be performed in the presence of HAART.56 However, 

this study did not assess the potentially beneficial effect 

of thermotherapy to increase CTL killing of HIV antigen-

presenting cells.

A recently published fluorescence-based technology 

for measuring intracellular temperature could be useful in 

evaluating how much more Feraspin R per cell is needed 

to achieve thermotherapeutic temperatures, how the heat 

penetrates through the cell membrane, and if it is evenly 

distributed across the cell.57 Recent data suggest that cell-

cycle stage and cell density are important for maximizing 

nanoparticle uptake.58 Although CTLs were treated with 

Feraspin R at the same cell concentrations and CTLs were 

split 1:1 24 hours before treatment, the above issues were not 

specifically addressed, and could account for any disparity 

in repeat SQUID-uptake results. However, it is unlikely that 

these factors would cause sufficient increased SPION uptake 

for there to be a thermotherapeutic effect and enhancement 

of CTL function. Future work involving the optimization of 

uptake conditions for clinically available SPIONs and the 

analysis of SPION uptake and MFH on heat-shock protein, 

T-cell receptor, or cytolytic granule-protein expression may 

prove useful to fully understand the role of thermotherapy 

on CTL function.

MRI has detected the migration of SPION-loaded 

 melanoma-specific CTLs to tumors at a resolution of three 

cells per voxel in mice in vivo35 and trafficking of  dendritic 

cells to melanomas in patients.35,59 Antilatency drugs such 

as SAHA (vorinostat) can reexpress latent HIV from 

HAART-treated patient cells.60,61 Assuming viral antigens are 

expressed after treatment, it may be possible to use SPION-

loaded HIV-specific CTLs to identify the elusive and much-

debated location of the latent HIV viral reservoir.

In summary, we have been able to show that HIV-specific 

cytotoxic T-cells will bind to and take up SPIONs, and that 

this does not greatly impact cell physiology or cell death. We 

were also able to confirm that HIV-specific CTLs kill more 

efficiently at higher temperatures, equivalent to those induced 

by a fever. However, in this study we were unable to achieve 

SPION-associated cell death through thermotherapy. This 

remains an exciting and novel application of nanotechnol-

ogy. As SPION uptake and incubation methods are improved, 

SPIONs with superior uptake profiles and higher heating 

capabilities created, and the strength of the applied alternating 

magnetic field increased, SPION CTL thermotherapy may 

have significant potential to enhance CTL function and act 

as an adjunctive therapy in both the imaging and eradication 

of latently HIV-infected cells.
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